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ABSTRACT
We present results of non-linear numerical simulations of gravity wave driven shear flow

oscillations in the equatorial plane of the solar radiative interior. These results show that many

of the assumptions of quasi-linear theory are not valid. When only two waves are forced

(prograde and retrograde), oscillatory mean flow is maintained; but critical layers often form

and are dynamically important. When a spectrum of waves is forced, the non-linear wave–wave

interactions are dynamically important, often acting to decrease the maintenance of a mean

flow. The (in)coherence of such wave–wave interactions must be taken into account when

describing wave-driven mean flows.
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1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Explaining the solar internal rotation remains an outstanding prob-

lem in stellar physics. Seismic observations indicate that the entire

convection zone of the Sun rotates differentially, with the equator

spinning faster than the poles, similar to what is observed at the so-

lar surface (Thompson et al. 1996, 2003). This differential rotation

persists to the base of the solar convection zone, below which the

angular velocity transitions to approximately uniform rotation. The

transition between the differential rotation of the solar convection

zone and the uniform rotation of the radiative interior occurs in an

unresolved layer known as the solar tachocline (Spiegel & Zahn

1992).

The differential rotation of the convection zone has been mod-

elled in three-dimensional simulations of the solar convection zone

(Miesch, Brun & Toomre 2006), including the effect of an imposed

subadiabatic tachocline as proposed by Rempel (2005). However,

in order to understand the maintenance of the tachocline, one needs

to understand the maintenance of the uniform rotation of the solar

radiative interior.

Currently, there are two main theories for the uniform rotation of

the radiative interior: one magnetohydrodynamic and one purely hy-

drodynamic in nature. The former argues that a primordial poloidal

magnetic field confined to the radiative interior could enforce uni-

form rotation via the Lorentz force as described by Ferraro’s isoro-

tation law (Ferraro 1937). This model is able to maintain uniform

rotation only if the field lines are completely confined to the radiative

interior (MacGregor & Charbonneau 1999). If field lines cross the

�E-mail: trogers@ucar.edu

convective–radiative interface, the differential rotation of the con-

vection zone is communicated into the radiative interior, contrary to

helioseismic inferences. It has been suggested that meridional circu-

lation driven in the convection zone might penetrate the tachocline

and keep the field confined (Gough & McIntyre 1998). Whereas

some models have success with this approach (Kitchatinov &

Rudiger 2006) and other models fail (Brun & Zahn 2006). It ap-

pears that the confinement and the interior angular velocity de-

pend sensitively on the boundary conditions imposed (Garaud &

Brummell 2008). It remains unclear if a magnetic field can effec-

tively render uniform rotation in the radiative interior.

The hydrodynamic model utilizes gravity waves to extract an-

gular momentum from the solar radiative interior. Internal gravity

waves (IGW) are thought to be excited in the stable interior by

convective downwellings hitting the convective–radiative interface.

Such waves can cause long range angular momentum redistribution.

Whereas earlier models failed to recognize the ‘antidiffusive’ nature

of gravity waves (Kumar & Quataert 1997; Zahn, Talon & Matias

1997), more recent models incorporate this behaviour into the the-

ory (Kumar, Talon & Zahn 1999; Talon, Kumar & Zahn 2002),

which can be briefly explained as follows. IGW generated at the

convective–radiative interface propagate into the solar tachocline

and set up shear layer oscillations (SLO), similar in nature to the

Plumb & McEwan experiment (Plumb & McEwan 1978). This time

dependent, depth dependent (but spherically averaged) mean zonal

flow is assumed to have a slightly stronger prograde sense than retro-

grade (on average), a consequence of the continual spin-down of the

Sun’s convection zone by the magnetic torque arising from the solar

wind outflow. Because of the Doppler effect, prograde waves are

preferentially dissipated in the upper part of the radiative region,

allowing predominantly retrograde waves (transporting negative
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angular momentum) to propagate into the deep radiative interior.

It has been proposed that the solar radiative interior is thus spun

down, tending ultimately towards a state of near uniform rotation

(Talon et al. 2002).

Such wave-driven shear flow oscillations have been observed in

laboratory experiments (Plumb & McEwan 1978), in the Earth’s at-

mosphere (Baldwin et al. 2001) and in Jupiter’s atmosphere (Leovy,

Friedson & Orton 1991). In addition, there is some evidence for

oscillatory flows (the source and persistence of which is unknown)

in the solar tachocline (Howe et al. 2000). Therefore, it is not un-

reasonable to postulate such flows in the solar radiative interior.

There are, however, several issues with this model. First, it is un-

clear that such oscillations could develop, at least in the upper part

of the tachocline, due to the constant bombardment by overshoot-

ing plumes which likely disrupts the wave–mean flow interaction.

Secondly, the development of oscillatory flow depends sensitively

on the wave spectrum and amplitudes assumed, which is, at best,

poorly understood. In fact, the model described above completely

neglects the wave spectrum that would be produced by overshoot-

ing plumes. Furthermore, the model does not address the effect of

a latitudinally varying differential rotation on the wave generation,

which may play a large role in the nature of waves which propagate

into the deep interior (Fritts, Vadas & Adreassen 1998). Finally, even

if oscillations could develop in the simplified sense described, it is

unclear how Doppler filtering could produce uniform rotation in the

deep radiative interior. Even if only retrograde waves are allowed

passage into the deep interior, as soon as one of them dissipates, a

radial differential rotation is established. Subsequent waves propa-

gating into this differentially rotating region will be Doppler shifted

and the radial differential rotation enhanced.

The study of IGW in astrophysical settings can take advantage

of the vast literature on the subject in the atmospheric and oceanic

communities. Much of the research on angular momentum transport

by IGW was spurred by the observation of the Quasi-Biennial Os-

cillation (QBO), which manifests itself as alternating easterly and

westerly winds in the equatorial stratosphere. While the QBO was

first observed in 1960 (Ebdon & Veryard 1961; Reed et al. 1961), the

first satisfactory theoretical explanation awaited Lindzen & Holton

(1968) and Holton & Lindzen (1972). While different flavours of

this original theory exist, the fundamental theoretical explanation

has persisted and has been borne out in experiments such as the

remarkable Plumb & McEwan (1978) experiment. However, de-

spite the recognition of the physical mechanism which drives the

QBO and significant observational details, simulating it from first

principles has been challenging. The spectrum of waves needed to

force the oscillation is still a topic of research (Dunkerton 1997;

Baldwin et al. 2001). Not all Global Climate Models (GCM) are

able to produce a realistic QBO; these simulations depend sensi-

tively on the convective parametrization, resolution and diffusivities

(Baldwin et al. 2001). So, whereas the basic properties and nature

of the QBO in the Earth’s atmosphere are understood, the details

are not.

In general, most theoretical studies of wave-driven mean flows

have been restricted to a quasi-linear formulation, a perturbation

approach that accounts for the effects of weakly non-linear waves

on the mean flow dynamics (Lindzen & Holton 1968; Holton

& Lindzen 1972; Dunkerton 1997; Kumar et al. 1999; Kim &

MacGregor 2001). Clearly, this approach limits the wave dynamics

and breadth of solutions that can be obtained. The fully non-linear

numerical simulations described in this paper, do not employ the

approximations and parametrizations of the quasi-linear models in

order to better understand the wave-driven mean flows and, in partic-

ular, those interactions under solar-like conditions. These numerical

simulations are conducted in an attempt to shed light on how such

waves, and the mean flows they produce, can contribute to the rota-

tional profile of the solar radiative interior.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

we describe our numerical technique and in Section 3, we briefly

discuss the basics of wave–mean flow interaction. In Section 4,

we present our results. We discuss the major conclusions and their

implications in Section 5.

2 N U M E R I C A L M O D E L

2.1 Equations

The Navier–Stokes equations are solved for a perfect gas within

the anelastic approximation. Our model is two-dimensional, repre-

senting only the equatorial plane. The anelastic approximation is

appropriate when the flow speed is much smaller than the sound

speed in the medium and when thermodynamic perturbations are

small compared to the reference state; both of these constraints are

well satisfied in the Sun’s radiative interior. However, unlike the

Boussinesq approximation, the anelastic approximation allows a

stratification in the reference state density and temperature. The fol-

lowing equations are solved for the fluid flow relative to the rotating

frame of reference and thermodynamic perturbations relative to a

hydrostatic reference state:

∇ · ρv = 0, (1)

∂v

∂t
+ (v · ∇)v = −∇ P − Cgr̂ + 2(v× �)

+ ν

[
∇2v+ 1

3
∇(∇ · v)

]
,

(2)

∂T

∂t
+ (v · ∇)T = −vr

[
dT

dr
− (γ − 1)T hρ

]

+ (γ − 1)T hρvr + γ κ

[
∇2T + (hρ + hκ )

∂T

∂r

]
. (3)

In these equations, overbars represent reference state variables

which are functions of radius only; the variables lacking overbars

are the perturbations, which are functions of time, radius (r) and lon-

gitude (φ). We assume no flow or gradients in latitude. Equation (1)

is the anelastic version of the continuity equation. In equation (2),

the momentum equation, v is fluid velocity (with components vφ

and vr ), P is the reduced pressure (equal to the pressure perturba-

tion p divided by the reference state density ρ), C is the codensity

[T /T + p/(gρT )dT /dr ] (Braginsky & Roberts 1995; Rogers &

Glatzmaier 2006), T is the temperature perturbation, g is gravita-

tional acceleration and ν is the viscous diffusivity. For the models

presented here, �, the angular velocity of the rotating frame, is a

constant and in the ẑ direction.1

Equation (3) is the heat equation written in terms of tempera-

ture. The first term on the right-hand side (rhs) is the radial velocity

× the prescribed superadiabaticity or subadiabaticity, dictating the

convective stability as a function of radius. dT /dr is the reference

1 Models with differential rotation imposed have been run, but for any rea-

sonable differential rotation there is no effect on the wave dynamics because

δ� is much smaller than the wave frequencies explored.
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state temperature gradient and (γ − 1)T hρ is the adiabatic tem-

perature gradient for a perfect gas, where γ is the ratio of specific

heats cp/cv and hρ is the inverse density scaleheight, dln ρ/dr. The

thermodynamic diffusivity, κ , is depth dependent and hκ is dlnκ/dr .

For numerical convenience, we solve equations (1) and (2) us-

ing a vorticity-streamfunction formulation. Taking the curl of the

momentum equation and imposing mass conservation, we get the

vorticity equation:

∂ω

∂t
+(v · ∇)ω = (2� + ω)hρvr− g

T r

∂T

∂φ
− 1

ρT r

dT

dr

∂p

∂φ
+ ν∇2ω,

(4)

where ω is the ẑ component of vorticity, ∇ × v. For simplicity, we

have neglected the additional viscous terms due to the radial gradient

of the viscous diffusivity. Equation (4) is solved together with an

equation relating the streamfunction, ψ , defined as ρv = ∇ × ψ ẑ,

and the vorticity:

−ωρ = ∂2ψ

∂r 2
+

(
1

r
− hρ

)
∂ψ

∂r
+ 1

r 2

∂2ψ

∂φ2
. (5)

This formulation automatically enforces equation (1). The inde-

pendent variables directly calculated are then the temperature per-

turbation, T, the vorticity, ω, and the streamfunction, ψ .

2.2 Numerical technique

Equations (1)–(3) describe IGW dynamics in the stable solar inte-

rior, neglecting the influence of a magnetic field. The equations are

solved in two dimensions in cylindrical coordinates representing

the equatorial plane of the Sun. The computational domain extends

from 0.01 to 0.71 R�, representing only the Sun’s stable radiative

interior. The radially dependent reference state variables (density,

temperature, subadiabaticity and gravity) are taken from a 21st-order

polynomial fit to the one-dimensional standard solar model, Model

S (Christensen-Dalsgaard, Gough & Thompson 1991). The equa-

tions are solved using a Fourier decomposition in the longitudinal

direction and a finite difference method in the radial direction. The

solutions are time advanced using a second-order Adams Bashforth

method for the non-linear terms and an implicit Crank–Nicolson

method for all the linear terms. A spectral transform method is em-

ployed to compute the non-linear terms in grid space each time-step.

With a few exceptions, the majority of the models have a spatial res-

olution of 1000 (non-uniform) radial grid points × 512 longitudinal

grid points. The model is parallelized using Message Passing Inter-

face (MPI). Boundary conditions imposed on the bottom boundary

of the domain are stress-free, impermeable and isothermal. The con-

ditions on the top are stress free and isothermal. Waves are driven

at the top boundary via a prescribed time-dependent permeable top

boundary condition.

2.3 Wave driving

More realistic models of the solar radiative interior also simulate

the dynamics of the convection zone (Rogers & Glatzmaier 2006).

However, in these models, the spectrum of motion in the radiative

interior is complicated because of the turbulent convective over-

shoot, making a sensitivity study of fundamental wave dynamics

virtually impossible. Therefore, unlike previous models, here we

exclude the convection zone and drive the gravity waves artificially

at the top boundary of the model, which represents to the top of the

radiative region. The simplest way to produce a wave-driven mean

flow is to excite a prograde wave and a retrograde wave with the

same frequency, wavenumber and amplitude. These waves would

combine to form a standing wave in the model’s rotating frame of

reference if there were no mean flow relative to this frame.

We employ the following procedure. The independent variables,

vorticity, streamfunction and temperature, are expanded in a Fourier

series in longitude, φ, which is in radians:

ω(r , φ, t) =
M∑

m=0

[
ωc

m(r , t) cos(mφ) + ωs
m(r , t) sin(mφ)

]
, (6)

ψ(r , φ, t) =
M∑

m=0

[
ψ c

m(r , t) cos(mφ) + ψ s
m(r , t) sin(mφ)

]
, (7)

T (r , φ, t) =
M∑

m=0

[
T c

m(r , t) cos(mφ) + T s
m(r , t) sin(mφ)

]
, (8)

where m is the horizontal wavenumber. Separate equations are

solved for the sine and cosine coefficients of these variables.

A wave is excited at the top boundary as a radial velocity by pre-

scribing a longitudinal and time-dependent streamfunction there.

Most models are run with amplitude constant in spectral space.

Thus, equal amplitude means the waves have an equivalent ampli-

tude ψ . This means that the waves have slightly different amplitudes

in grid space (since vr ≈ mψ/ρr ). Variance of amplitude in grid

and spectral space will be discussed further in Section 4. We further

spectrally decompose ψ in frequency space:

ψ(r , φ, t) =
N∑

n=0

M∑
m=0

[
ψ cc

m,n(r ) cos(mφ) cos(nσ0t)

+ ψ cs
m,n(r ) cos(mφ) sin(nσ0t)

+ ψ sc
m,n(r ) sin(mφ) cos(nσ0t)

+ψ ss
m,n(r ) sin(mφ) sin(nσ0t)

]
.

(9)

Here, σ 0 is the lowest frequency (in rad s−1) considered. After some

algebra (D. O. Gough, private communication), one can show that,

for a positive m, the amplitudes of a prograde wave (mφ − nσ 0t)
and a retrograde wave (mφ + nσ 0t) are, respectively,

P = 1

2

[(
ψ cc

m,n + ψ ss
m,n

)2 + (
ψ cs

m,n − ψ sc
m,n

)2]
(10)

and

R = 1

2

[(
ψ cc

m,n − ψ ss
m,n

)2 + (
ψ cs

m,n + ψ sc
m,n

)2]
. (11)

The simplest way to force a wave-driven oscillation is to force

prograde and retrograde waves with the same amplitude. By inspec-

tion of equations (10) and (11), one can see that a way to do this

would be to force only one component of the four ψ cc
m,n , ψ cs

m,n , ψ sc
m,n

and ψ ss
m,n ;2 we choose ψ sc

m,n . That is, we force one or more wavenum-

ber modes ψ s
m(r, t) on the top boundary with one or more frequency

modes cos(nσ 0t) relative to the rotating frame reference.

3 F U N DA M E N TA L S O F WAV E - D R I V E N
S H E A R F L OW S

The dynamics of wave-driven mean flows has been studied exten-

sively (Plumb 1977; Lindzen 1990; Holton 2004). Here, we review

2 Clearly other combinations could work, but this is the simplest.
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some of the basics. When a single propagating wave3 is attenuated,

it transfers angular momentum to the mean flow (Eliassen & Palm

1960). The forcing of the mean flow by waves depends on the wave

attenuation, which depends on the frequency of the waves relative

to the mean flow, which, in turn, depends on the shear in the mean

flow. Therefore, wave–mean flow dynamics is highly non-linear.

One can appreciate how angular momentum is transferred from

waves to the mean flow by considering the longitudinally averaged

horizontal component of the momentum equation for a simple con-

stant density fluid (Lindzen 1990; Holton 2004).

∂U

∂t
+ 1

r

∂ r〈u′w′〉
∂r

= ν

(
∂2U

∂r 2
+ 1

r

∂U

∂r

)
, (12)

where u′ is the azimuthal velocity, vφ , and w′ is the radial velocity,

vr . This equation shows that the mean zonal flow, U , is driven by

the divergence of the horizontally averaged Reynolds stress (HARS)

and is smoothed by viscous dissipation. A simple way to understand

this transport is to consider the product of two waves, one with

wavenumber +m, the other with wavenumber −m. This product

equals the sum of two waves, one with wavenumber 2m and the

other with wavenumber 0, which contributes to the mean flow.

The mean zonal flow maintained by IGW is typically depth depen-

dent, i.e. a shear flow. This ‘antidiffusive’ nature of gravity waves

can be explained heuristically. Imagine a prograde (m > 0) wave

and a retrograde wave (m < 0) excited at the same radius. If the

angular velocity, �(r), of the medium increases inwards, the pro-

grade wave is Doppler shifted to lower frequency as it spirals in-

ward (measured from the mean flow), whereas the retrograde wave

is shifted to higher frequency. These frequency shifts are relative to

the frequency at which they were generated, σ gen, where the angular

velocity is �gen. This Doppler shifted frequency is

σ (r ) = σgen + m[�gen − �(r )]. (13)

Since the dissipation rate, and therefore damping distance, is

strongly frequency dependent, the prograde and retrograde waves

dissipate at different depths. A prograde wave transports positive

angular momentum, whereas a retrograde wave transports negative

angular momentum. Therefore, where a prograde wave is dissipated

the mean zonal flow is accelerated and where a retrograde wave is

dissipated the mean flow is decelerated. In this way, two waves ex-

cited at a given radius with the same frequency and wavenumber

but spiralling in opposite directions inward can modify the radial

gradient of angular velocity, causing it to migrate upward towards

the source of the waves and periodically reverse the direction of the

radial shear. Plumb (1977) showed that two waves are unstable and

will produce a shear, even in the absence of an initial shear.

3.1 Quasi-linear approach

To investigate wave-driven flows in detail, the full set of fluid equa-

tions should be solved explicitly, so that the HARS appearing in (12)

can be calculated directly. However, this is computationally demand-

ing as it requires good spatial resolution for both the waves (small

spatial scales) and the mean flows (large scales) and good temporal

resolution for the waves (short time-scales) and the mean flow (long

3 By ‘wave’ we mean a non-axisymmetric oscillating flow represented by a

single spectral wavenumber, m, not equal to zero; whereas a ‘mean flow’ is

an axisymmetric zonal flow with a spectral wavenumber of zero.

scales).4 To avoid these difficulties, researchers employ a variety of

approximations, whereby the horizontally averaged Reynolds stress

of a wave is evaluated according to linear theory.

In the quasi-linear formalism, the equation for the mean flow,

such as that seen in equation (12), is subtracted from the full fluid

equation to yield equations for the disturbances such as u′ and w′.
The ‘mean-field’ approximation is then employed (Herring 1963)

in which the combination (u′w′)r − 〈u′w′〉r (where the subscript ‘r’

denotes derivation with respect to radius) is assumed small com-

pared to other terms in the equation. This renders the equations

linearized thus allowing the disturbances to be written as simple

sinusoidal functions of space and time. The horizontal average of

these fluctuations is then identified as a wave momentum.

This treatment is similar to that of Bretherton ( 1966 ) in which the

wave energy equation can be reduced to a conservation equation for

the wave action density:

∂A

∂t
+ ∇ Avg = 0. (14)

Here, the action density A is equal to E/ω∗, where E is the wave

energy and ω∗ is the frequency in the inertial frame. 5 The product of

the wave action density and the vertical group velocity, vg yields the

wave momentum flux, F. This conservation equation is derived in the

absence of dissipative mechanisms. In order to use this conservation

equation in describing mean flow evolution, dissipation has to be

included. This is done in an ad hoc manner, yielding an equation of

the form:

∂A

∂t
+ ∇ · F = −F/L, (15)

in which L is meant to represent a damping length. Exponential

decay (in space) of the wave flux is then retrieved by neglecting

∂ A/∂ t. This omission requires that the wave action vary slowly,

similar to the assumption of WKB theory. This formalism results in

the equation that is typically solved:

∂U

∂t
+

∑ 1

r

∂ r Fse
−τ

∂r
= ν

(
∂2U

∂r 2
+ 1

r

∂U

∂r

)
, (16)

where τ represents a damping optical depth (Kumar et al. 1999).

A sum has been included to account for the flux from multiple

waves, since the formalism described above applies to individual,

non-interacting wave packets. Both the approaches described above

neglect wave–wave interactions.

In the treatment described above, the fluid is ‘weakly turbulent’, in

the sense that the non-linear terms involving wave self-interactions

and their influence on the mean flow are retained, but those involving

wave–wave interactions are neglected. This approximation is valid

when the divergence of the Reynolds stress term, (u′w′)r is small

compared with the inertial term ∂u′/∂t, this limit is often described

by requiring a small Froude number (w ′/NL), where w ′ represents a

typical wave velocity, L represents a typical length-scale and N rep-

resents the Brunt–Vaisala frequency. Other non-linear effects, such

as critical levels (where σ − mU/r approaches zero) and internal

reflection (where σ tends to N) are also not described in the above

formulation (Booker & Bretherton 1967).

4 For example, the QBO has a period of approximately 28 m, but is thought

to be driven by waves with periods less than approximately 3 d (Baldwin

et al. 2001).
5 Note that there is a correspondence between the action flux and the

Reynolds stress.
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3.2 Attenuation mechanisms

Eliassen & Palm (1960) showed that in the absence of damping,

forcing or critical layers, no momentum could be transferred from

the waves to the flow. Stated another way, divergence of the Reynolds

stress (12) is needed to maintain mean flows. The primary ways in

which waves can be attenuated are by radiative dissipation or critical

levels. IGW are, in essence, thermal perturbations and therefore,

are subject to thermal diffusion. As a wave propagates vertically,

the wave’s amplitude is decreased due to radiative diffusion. This

dissipation leads to a non-zero divergence of the Reynolds stress,

hence leading to a angular momentum transfer and acceleration of

the mean flow (12). The radiative dissipation of the wave depends

on the wave properties, such as the frequency and the wavenumber.

One can define a radiative damping distance (Kumar et al. 1999):

d = σ 4

κk3 N 3
, (17)

where σ is the wave frequency, κ is the thermal diffusivity, k is

the wavenumber (m/r) and N is the Brunt–Vaisala frequency. This

equation says that the higher the wave frequency and the smaller

the wavenumber the less rapidly the wave dissipates. That is, the

higher the frequency the less time there is to diffuse and the larger

the wavelength the smaller the spatial gradients that drive diffusion.

An radiative dissipation occurs continually as the wave propagates;

therefore, the resulting mean flow acceleration is very gradual. An-

other way in which waves are attenuated is by critical level ab-

sorption. A critical level is defined as that radius where the mean

zonal velocity, U , equals the horizontal phase speed of the wave,

cph = σ/k. In reality, a wave packet has a range of horizontal phase

speeds; therefore, the critical level is more appropriately referred

to as a critical layer. The inviscid WKB solution is singular at this

radius. Booker & Bretherton (1967) studied the wave-critical level

interaction relaxing the WKB approximation and showed that, in

the limit of large Richardson number [Ri = N2/(dU/dz)2], the wave

energy density is strongly attenuated at a critical level with nearly

complete momentum transfer to the mean flow. More recent studies

(Winters & D’Asaro 1989, 1994) indicate that some wave energy

is transmitted through the critical level and some is reflected, but

approximately one-third of the wave energy accelerates the mean

flow. Mean flow acceleration at a critical layer is thus rapid and

relatively local.

4 R E S U LT S

4.1 Two wave driven shear oscillations

4.1.1 Model dependencies

We simulate a mean flow oscillation maintained by two waves ex-

cited at our top boundary: a prograde and retrograde wave each with

the same longitudinal wavenumber and frequency. There is no back-

ground rotation in this case. Fig. 1 shows the resulting mean angular

velocity as a function of time and radius for model M2 (see Table 1).

Red and blue represent prograde and retrograde mean angular ve-

locity, respectively. This figure illustrates the salient features of a

gravity wave driven oscillating shear flow: (i) periodicity and per-

sistence, (ii) propagation of the mean flow pattern towards the wave

source in time and (iii) a doubly peaked shear layer at all times. All

of the oscillating models listed in Table 1 exhibit this fundamental

behaviour.

Fig. 2 shows snapshots of the flow evolution during one cycle.

Figs 2(a) and (b) show the full disc evolution of vorticity (m 
= 0),

Figure 1. Mean angular velocity as a function of radius and time for model

M2. Only the outer 30 per cent in radius of our simulated stable region

is depicted here. Prograde motion is represented by red, while retrograde

motion is represented by blue. The main features of a gravity wave driven

mean flow oscillation are recovered.

whereas (c) and (d) show the mean angular velocity as a function of

radius. One can see both the mean flow and the wave dynamics in

this figure. In (c), the secondary mean flow (i.e. the deeper one) is

prograde and in (a) the waves in this secondary layer are propagating

in the retrograde (i.e. clockwise) direction. Note that since these

waves are driven at the top boundary, the energy, which is transported

by the group velocity, spirals inward. Therefore, since the phase

velocity of IGW is perpendicular to the group velocity, the phase

velocity has a dominantly outward component in addition to its

prograde (i.e. counter-clockwise) or retrograde (i.e. clockwise) tilt.

This phase velocity is easily seen in movies of these simulations. In

the snapshot illustrated in Fig. 2(a), the phase is propagating upwards

with a retrograde tilt in the secondary, whereas in the primary (the

upper layer) the phase is propagating upwards with a prograde tilt.

The opposite configuration is occurring in Fig. 2(b), which is later

in time.

The existence of predominantly retrograde waves where the mean

flow is prograde occurs because the prograde waves have been dis-

sipated in this region; thus giving rise to the prograde mean flow.

This observation also means that some of the energy in the retro-

grade waves is able to propagate through the retrograde primary in

Fig. 2(a) (this is discussed further in Section 4.1.3).

The mean flow oscillation depends on the wave properties

(wavenumber, frequency and amplitude), as well as the properties

of the medium in which the waves propagate. A series of models

were run, varying these parameters to investigate the various depen-

dencies.6 Table 1 lists the various two-wave models and their pa-

rameters.7 These dependencies will be discussed only briefly here

since they have been reported previously (Plumb 1977; Wedi &

Smolarkiewicz 2006).

6 Note again that the amplitude is in spectral space, vr ≈ mψ/rρ.
7 The models presented here represent a small subset of the models at-

tempted. This subset represents those values of the various parameters that

could be reasonably resolved in a timely manner.
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Table 1. Model parameters. m is the horizontal wavenumber, f is the wave frequency [σ/(2π)] and A is the forced amplitude of the streamfunction, ψ , at the

top boundary, κ and ν are the thermal and viscous diffusivities, D is the depth of oscillation (the depth is measured as that point were the mean angular velocity

drops significantly below 10−7 rad s−1) and P is the period of the oscillation in days. AV and CP represent the maximum angular velocity of the mean flow

and horizontal phase speed of the driven wave (σ/m = 2mf π ), respectively. The asterisk on the angular velocities for model M10 and M16 indicates that the

prograde and retrograde peak angular velocities were not equal as in the rest of the models. The value listed is on an average.

Model m f (μ Hz) A [1013 gm/(cm s)] κ(1011 cm2 s−1) ν(1011 cm2 s−1) D (109 cm) P (d) AV (10−6 rad s−1) CP (10−6 rad s−1)

M1 10 10 1 1 1 8.8 544.0 6.30 6.28

M2 15 10 1 1 1 4.4 86.80 4.28 4.18

M3 20 10 1 1 1 2.9 25.40 3.18 3.14

M4 30 10 1 1 1 2.0 2.900 0.65 2.09

M5 15 8 1 1 1 3.1 28.90 3.33 3.35

M6 15 15 1 1 1 10.2 463.0 6.44 6.28

M7 15 20 1 1 1 17.5 1620. 8.53 8.37

M8 15 10 1 1 0.2 4.9 144.7 5.20 4.18

M9 15 10 1 1 0.5 4.9 119.2 4.70 4.18

M10 15 10 1 1 5.0 NA Steady 1.30* 4.18

M11 15 10 1 0.1 1 6.3 189.8 4.20 4.18

M12 15 10 1 0.5 1 5.4 113.4 4.30 4.18

M13 15 10 1 3.0 1 2.9 50.90 3.90 4.18

M14 15 10 2 1 1 4.39 26.60 4.85 4.18

M15 15 10 0.5 1 1 5.36 405.0 3.75 4.18

M16 15 10 0.2 1 1 NA Steady 0.14* 4.18

Figure 2. Flow dynamics over a cycle for model M2. Vorticity is depicted in (a) and at a later time in (b). Positive vorticity is represented by yellow/white

and negative vorticity is represented by dark (blue/black) colours. (c) and (d) represent the mean angular velocity at the times corresponding to (a) and (b),

respectively.

As is discussed in Section 4.1.2, we find that the mean flow os-

cillation period is determined largely (although not entirely) by

radiative dissipation. Therefore, properties of the oscillation such

as the period and depth can be qualitatively understood in terms

of the radiative dissipation of waves; waves which are dissipated

more rapidly produce shallower mean flow oscillations with shorter

periods. This can be understood in terms of the gravity wave

phase speed: waves with higher phase speed propagate further in a
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Figure 3. Mean angular velocity at several times over one cycle for model M9. Dashed lines represent the phase speed of the driven wave.

diffusion time. Therefore, gravity waves with larger frequency or

smaller wavenumber produce mean flow oscillations that penetrate

deeper and have longer periods. Likewise, larger thermal and vis-

cous diffusivities lead to mean flow oscillations with shorter periods

and shallower depths. Whereas the energy dissipation of the waves

is predominantly thermal, the resulting angular momentum trans-

fer is mediated through viscosity (12); therefore, viscous diffusivity

qualitatively affects the oscillation period and depth in a way similar

to that of thermal diffusivity.

Using the simplified quasi-linear approach discussed in Section 3,

Kim & MacGregor (2001) show that the nature of the mean flow os-

cillations produced (beyond period and depth) depends sensitively

on the viscous dissipation. They find that as the viscous diffusiv-

ity is decreased, the mean flows progress from steady shear (no

oscillation), to periodic oscillations, to chaotic reversals.

The results presented here generally agree with those of Kim &

MacGregor (2001) with one important exception. If the viscous dif-

fusivity of model M2 is increased to 5 × 1011 cm2 s−1 (a factor of

5), keeping other parameters fixed, the mean flow reverts to a steady

shear flow. As the viscous diffusivity is decreased (M8–M10, dis-

played in Table 1), periodic reversals develop and the peak mean

angular velocity increases. However, so far we have not been able

to produce chaotic solutions in these simple two-wave models. Our

simulations with viscous diffusivity less than 1010 cm2 s−1 are not

well resolved (keeping other parameters fixed). The same behaviour

can be recovered, in the opposite sense, by varying the amplitude of

the forcing (Table 1, Models M14–M16). As the forcing amplitude

is increased, flows progress from steady to periodic oscillations and

the peak mean angular velocity increases. Note we have run cases

with much smaller driving amplitudes (down by 100) and diffusiv-

ities (each down by 100) than those listed in Table 1. However, in

those models a mean flow does develop slowly, but after 200 yr of

simulated time they have not reversed and has reached only half the

critical amplitude.

4.1.2 Mean flow evolution

The major difference in the resulting behaviour in these simulations

compared to those of Kim & MacGregor (2001) is the presence of

critical layers. As described in Section 3, critical layers cannot occur

in a quasi-linear formulation such as that used in Kim & MacGregor

(2001). In the following discussion of critical layers, we continue

to refer to the ‘primary’ layer as the mean flow that is closest to the

wave source (the top in this case) and the ‘secondary’ as the mean

flow below the primary; this is illustrated in Fig. 3(b). We also refer

to mean flows as being ‘critical’ when the peak angular velocity

meets or exceeds the horizontal phase speed of the driven wave and

‘subcritical’ when it does not.

Fig. 3(a)–(e) shows snapshots of the mean angular velocity during

one cycle of model M12. The dashed lines represent the horizon-

tal phase speed of the driven wave relative to the rotating frame
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of reference; angular velocities with amplitudes greater than this

are ‘critical’. After a reversal of the mean flow, the primary shear

layer maintains its maximum amplitude while the secondary shear

layer slowly grows and moves upward towards the source. For ex-

ample, when the primary layer is retrograde, as in Fig. 3(a)–(c),

retrograde waves, observed relative to the mean retrograde flow at

the top boundary, have a lower frequency and prograde waves have

a higher frequency equation (13). As depth increases, the retrograde

flow decreases and becomes prograde within the secondary layer.

This favours the transmission of the retrograde waves and the radia-

tive dissipation of the prograde waves, which makes the amplitude of

the prograde secondary mean flow grow. As prograde waves contin-

ually dissipate the shear, and thus frequency shift, becomes stronger,

causing the peak of the secondary flow to move towards the source in

time. The growth of the secondary layer is relatively slow and takes

approximately 85 per cent of the total oscillation period. When the

secondary layer is accelerated to an angular velocity approaching

‘critical’ the prograde waves are rapidly dissipated, transferring the

bulk of their angular momentum to the mean flow above the critical

layer and bringing about the reversal of the primary. The reversal

takes only about 15 per cent of the total oscillation period. The rapid

acceleration associated with a critical layer begins before the sec-

ondary flow reaches a critical value. This happens for two reasons.

First, as mentioned above, a wave packet has a range of horizontal

phase speeds and therefore there is a critical layer. Secondly, there

are regions in which the local (non-axisymmetric) longitudinal ve-

locity is critical, despite the mean flow being subcritical.

Rapid dissipation above the critical layer and the associated angu-

lar momentum transfer is predicted based on the theories described

in Section 3.2. In our simulations, we see that this rapid dissipation

is mediated by non-linear wave–wave interactions which transport

wave energy from the driven wavenumber to higher harmonics. This

transport can be seen in Fig. 4, which shows the wave energy as a

function of radius and wavenumber during the growth of the sec-

Figure 4. Wave energy as a function of wavenumber and radius for model M9. During growth of the secondary flow (left-hand panel), wave energy is found

primarily in the driven wavenumber (m = 15). During reversal of the primary flow (right-hand panel), wave energy is found distributed amongst all possible

modes. The transfer of energy to higher harmonics allows rapid wave dissipation and associated angular momentum transfer.

ondary shear layer (i) and during reversal of the primary (ii), for

model M9. During the bulk of the cycle, most of the energy is in

the driven mode (m = 15), with minimal energy in higher modes.

However, once the angular velocity approaches the critical value en-

ergy is transferred from the driven wave to higher harmonics where

it can be more easily dissipated (because of the larger spatial gra-

dients), thus bringing about rapid reversal of the primary. Note,

because of the quadratic non-linearity, the energy is transferred

only to horizontal modes that are multiples of the driving mode

(m = 15).

The quasi-linear description of wave-driven mean flow oscilla-

tions omits wave–wave interactions and relies on viscous diffusion

of the mean flow for the reversal. That is, the rhs of (12) must meet

or exceed the wave forcing [second term on the left-hand side (lhs)

of (12)]. Fig. 5 shows that this is not the case in our simulations.

Even during a reversal (Fig. 5), the viscous force acting on the mean

flow is lower in amplitude than the divergence of the non-linear

Reynolds stress. This is not to say that viscous dissipation does not

play a role. Viscosity, in addition to thermal diffusion, dissipates

the waves and it acts on the mean flow. However, the non-linear

wave–wave momentum transfer discussed above, followed by the

dissipation of waves, dominates the dynamics of the mean flow, not

the dissipation of the mean flow.

Therefore, the presence of critical layers makes these models

qualitatively different than those described by the classical quasi-

linear theory. This qualitative difference may produce quantitative

differences in the depth and period of the oscillation. While we

have attempted models with significantly reduced amplitudes and

diffusivities, we have not been able to produce an oscillation in 5 ×
109 s of integration time. However, a shear flow with an amplitude

approximately half the critical value has developed and is still grow-

ing, but the growth rate is very slow and we have concluded that

resolving an oscillation under such conditions is not numerically

reasonable.
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Figure 5. One-half cycle of model M11. The solid line is the divergence of

the non-linear Reynolds stress (the second term lhs of equation (12), and the

dotted line is the divergence of the viscous stress acting on the mean flow

(the rhs of equation 12), both in cm s2. The non-linear term is always larger

than the viscous term acting on the mean flow.

4.1.3 The IGW critical layer interaction

As discussed in Section 3.2, it has been demonstrated in several

previous studies that when a gravity wave is incident on a critical

layer, rapid dissipation and subsequent angular momentum deposi-

tion occurs, resulting in the acceleration of the mean flow. We have

discussed this process above as the mechanism that brings about

rapid reversal of the primary shear flow. However, Fig. 3–(c) clearly

shows that although the primary mean flow is indeed critical to the

driven wave, the mean flow is not accelerated, despite the constant

bombardment of waves. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 2, despite a

retrograde primary layer, retrograde waves are evident (indeed dom-

inant) below in the secondary layer. Clearly, waves are propagating

past this apparent critical layer.

To investigate this somewhat surprising behaviour, we spectrally

decomposed the wave motion for model M2 in frequency space

in order to distinguish between prograde and retrograde waves for

model M2. This was done during different times in the cycle rep-

resenting either prograde or retrograde primary mean flows. The

results are shown in Fig. 6. When there is a prograde primary mean

flow (top two plots), prograde wave energy is transferred to higher

wavenumbers as discussed in Section 4.1.2. However, the wave en-

ergy is additionally Doppler shifted to higher frequencies. Because

the shear is so strong, this Doppler shift is substantial, thus producing

waves with higher phase speeds despite the increased wavenumbers.

Waves with phase speeds higher than the phase speed of the driven

wave (represented by the dashed line in Fig. 6) will not recognize

the mean flow as a critical level and therefore, propagate freely into

the interior.8 On the other hand, retrograde waves incident on the

prograde primary do not experience a critical level, so there is very

little energy found at higher harmonics. The same behaviour (of the

opposite sense) is observed when there is a retrograde primary (bot-

tom two figures). The net effect of an IGW-critical layer interaction

depends crucially on the sense (prograde or retrograde) of both the

waves and mean flow.

As mentioned in Section 4.1.2, when the mean flow is subcritical

there are regions that have non-axisymmetric longitudinal velocities

in excess of the horizontal phase speed and so are locally supercriti-

cal. Likewise, when the mean flow is supercritical there are regions

in which the local longitudinal velocity is subcritical. Given the

complexity of natural systems, it is likely that such non-uniformity

occurs and should be considered when discussing the propagation

of waves near critical layers.

As a wave approaches a critical level, its vertical wavenumber is

reduced substantially. Therefore, numerical simulations of critical

layers require fine-radial resolution. In order to test that the reso-

lution employed was adequate to resolve the decrease in vertical

wavenumber, we compared simulations with radial resolution 2.6

times finer and found that the same non-linear transfer near a crit-

ical layer occurs. Similarly, the period and depth of the mean flow

oscillation were not affected by increased radial resolution. There-

fore, the flow behaviour in the vicinity of a critical layer should be

adequately resolved.

4.2 Forcing a wave spectrum

The above results are observed when we force only one prograde

wave and one retrograde wave, with the same amplitude, wavelength

and frequency relative to the rotating frame. Natural phenomena are

clearly not as simple. A time-dependent spectrum of waves is excited

in the solar interior and in the Earth’s atmosphere. To understand the

generation of mean flow oscillations in nature, we must understand

how multiple waves interact.

We conducted several experiments varying the number and make

up (frequency, wavenumber and amplitude) of the driven waves.

These models are listed in Table 2. In models MW1–MW3, we

keep the amplitude of every wave fixed, but vary the number of

waves forced. For example, model MW1 forces wavenumbers 10

and 15, each with frequencies 10 and 15μ Hz. Therefore four pro-

grade and four retrograde waves are forced, each with amplitudes

the same as model M15. If one considers wave energy to be ∝ v2

then models MW1, MW2 and MW3 have approximately 1.4, 1.5

and 3.5 times more energy input than M15 (considering the depen-

dence of velocity on wavenumber). We find that as we increase the

number of waves, it is increasingly difficult to produce an oscillat-

ing shear flow. MW1 produces an oscillation, but neither MW2 or

MW3 result in oscillatory solutions. In fact, the peak angular ve-

locities (over the time run) for MW2 and MW3 are approximately

1000 and 100 times smaller, respectively, than MW1, despite having

increased energy input.

These smaller mean flows for MW2 and MW3 suggest that the

forcing [second term on the lhs of (12)] of the mean flow is lower,

since the viscous diffusivity is held constant. To investigate this, we

plot the HARS, 〈u′w′〉, for models MW1–MW3 and M15 as a func-

tion of radius in Fig. 7(a). There are a couple of interesting features

8 The Doppler shift of waves at critical layers was recognized by Fritts (1982)

and termed ‘self-acceleration’.
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Figure 6. Wavenumber (m)–Frequency (f) diagram of wave energy for prograde and retrograde waves at 0.69 R� for model M2. Top panels show this when

there is a prograde primary mean flow at this radius; whereas the bottom panels are when a retrograde primary mean flow exists. The diagonal line represents

the mean angular velocity. Wave energy below this line should be trapped by a critical layer. This shows that waves of the same sense as the mean flow are

doppler shifted to higher frequencies, so that significant wave energy is able to propagate past the critical layer.

Table 2. Models with multiple waves driven. The columns are denoted as in Table 1.

Model m f (μ Hz) A (1013 gm s−1) κ(1011 cm2 s−1) ν(1011 cm2 s−1)

MW1 10 15 10,15 0.5 1 1

MW2 5 10 15 5 10 15 0.5 1 1

MW3 5 10 15,20 5 10 15 20 0.5 1 1

MC1 15 10 0.01 0.01 0.01

MC2 10 15 10 15 0.01 0.01 0.01

MC3 5 10 15 5 10 15 0.01 0.01 0.01

MC4 5 10 15 5 10 15 0.022 0.01 0.01

MSF5 5 10 15 5 10 15 See the text 0.01 0.01

MSF6 5 10 15 5 10 15 See the text 0.01 0.01

MSK5 5 10 15 5 10 15 See the text 0.01 0.01

MSK6 5 10 15 5 10 15 See the text 0.01 0.01

MF1 5 10 15 5 10 15 See the text 0.01 0.01

MF2 5 10 15 5 10 15 See the text 0.01 0.01

to note. First, the HARS does not increase with increased wave en-

ergy. In fact, MW2 and MW3 have a lower HARS compared with

model MW1 at the top of the domain. Secondly, the radial profile

of the HARS varies substantially. The magnitude of the HARS for

model M15 drops by nearly eight orders of magnitude over the ra-

dius range shown, whereas the multiple wave models drop by only

two to three orders of magnitude. This could be partially due to

the wavenumbers and frequencies chosen; MW2 forces a lower fre-

quency and wavenumber implying longer dissipation length by (17).

However, the difference is not entirely due to this effect as MW3

forces both lower and higher frequencies (than M15) and yet still has

a significantly less steep slope. The difference in slope has a drastic

effect on the forcing of the mean flow since that forcing depends on

the radial gradient of the HARS. It is clear that the behaviour of the

HARS for an ensemble of waves is significantly different from that

of the sum of individual, non-interacting waves.

As discussed in Section 3, in order to approximate velocity fluc-

tuations as simple sinusoidal functions of space and time, the sum

(u′w′)r − 〈u′w′〉r is assumed small in comparison to other terms in

the equation. In Fig. 7(b), we show the ratio of the Reynolds stress

to the HARS at a randomly chosen azimuth. We see that when only

one prograde and one retrograde wave are forced, u′w′ ≈ 〈u′w′〉 and
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Figure 7. (a) Horizontally averaged Reynolds stress (HARS) versus radius for models with multiple waves forced, compared with models with only a single

(prograde and retrograde) wave forced (M15). (b) Ratio of Reynolds stress at a randomly picked azimuth to the HARS. The linetype is the same as in (a). As

multiple waves are forced, the ratio strays increasingly from one.

the approximation employed in the quasi-linear approach could be

valid. However, as the number of waves is increased u′w′ becomes

significantly larger than 〈u′w′〉. In these cases, in order to neglect

the sum of these two quantities (u′w′)r must be small in comparison

to ∂u′/∂t . Stated another way, the Froude number for the wave

(w ′/Nz) (Andrews & McIntyre 1976), where z is the vertical scale

associated with a wave and the other quantities have their typical

meanings, must be small. Using velocity and vertical wavelength

scales typical in Fig. 7(b) and a Brunt–Vaisala frequency of 10−4,

one can estimate the Froude number to be approximately 0.1 indicat-

ing that non-linear wave–wave interactions are not negligible. The

Froude number is, however, just an estimate of the relative impor-

tance of the inertial term and the divergence of the Reynolds stress.

In these simulations, we can directly measure this ratio, which we

show in the following sections.

4.2.1 Effect of amplitude

Non-linear wave–wave interactions are not only important for large

amplitude waves . Models MC1–MC3 have been run with ampli-

tudes and diffusivities, each reduced by a factor of 100. To com-

pensate for the lower diffusivities, we increased the numerical res-

olution by a factor of 2 in the horizontal direction and by a fac-

tor of 3.75 in the radial direction. As for the models described

above, when multiple waves are driven no oscillation develops in the

40 yr simulated. This is not entirely surprising, the low amplitude

and diffusivities imply significantly longer oscillation periods (see

Section 4.1.1). We cannot realistically run simulations long enough

to rule out oscillatory behaviour. However, as in models MW2 and

MW3, the non-linear wave–wave interactions are non-negligible.

Fig. 8a shows the radial gradient of the HARS (dashed lines) and

the radial gradient of the Reynolds stress (solid lines) for models

MC2 and MC3. Fig. 8(b) shows the radial velocity perturbation, w′,
as a function of time at a radius equivalent to 0.69 R� for the same

models. There are two main features to note. First, the amplitude of

the HARS is two orders of magnitude lower than the Reynolds stress

(Fig. 8a). This just represents the fact that it is more difficult for low-

amplitude waves to force a mean flow, given the same integration

time. Therefore, in order to neglect the non-linear term, (u′w′)r , one

needs to show that this term is small compared to the inertial term,

∂w′/∂t. Upon the inspection of Fig. 8(b), one can easily estimate

the amplitude of the inertial term as approximately 10−2–10−3 de-

pending on the model. The Reynolds stress at this radius is also

approximately 10−3; at best, the Reynolds stress is 10 per cent of

the inertial term, hardly negligible. The amplitudes of these waves,

depending on the wavenumber, varies between 50 and 150 cm s−1.

These amplitudes combined with those modelled in MW1–MW3

represent any reasonable estimates for the wave amplitudes in the

solar tachocline and radiative interior.

4.2.2 Effect of spectra

The models listed above force waves with constant streamfunction,

ψ , which makes the radial velocities proportional to m. This gives a

wave energy ‘flux’ per mode proportional to m3. We ran five models

in addition to models MC1–MC3 to investigate the dependence of
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Figure 8. (a) Radial derivative of the HARS (dotted lines) compared with the radial derivative of the non-averaged Reynolds stress (solid lines) with black

representing model MC2 and blue representing model MC3 and (b) radial velocity perturbation as a function of time at 0.69 R� and a randomly chosen azimuth.

In both cases, the inertial term is the same order as the non-linear terms.

the results on the wave spectrum. These models are listed in Table 2

as models MC4 representing a model with wave flux proportional

to m3 but with an energy input larger than that of MC3 by a factor

of 5. Models MSF5 and MSF6 represent models with a wave flux

which is flat in real space (constant wave energy flux per mode),

whereas models MSK5 and MSK6 represent models with a wave-

flux proportional to m3 f −3, similar to that proposed by Kumar et al.

(1999). Since the amplitudes of the individual waves in these models

vary substantially, we do not list them in Table 2. Furthermore,

models appended with a ‘6’ represent models with a total wave

energy input five times larger than models appended with a ‘5’. The

amplitudes of the velocities for models appended with ‘5’ vary from

20 to 150 cm s−1, whereas those appended with ‘6’ vary from 60 to

340 cm s−1. These models were run for a total of 200 yr. Although,

none showed oscillatory behaviour in that time, the models with

higher input energy (MC4, MSF6 and MSK6) do maintain strong

shear flows. Our results do not rule out oscillations with periods

longer than hundreds of years.

The results for these models are shown in Fig. 9 which repre-

sents the same physical quantities as portrayed in Fig. 8(a) and (b)

represent the lower input energy models (MC3, MSF5, MSK5),

while (c) and (d) show the various spectra models with higher in-

put energy (MC4, MSF6 and MSK6). There are several interesting

features. First, the amplitude of the HARS, represented by dotted

lines, is approximately four orders of magnitude smaller than the

non-averaged Reynolds stress for the lower energy models. There-

fore, (u′w′)r − 〈u′w′〉r ≈ (u′w′)r and in order to neglect these terms

(u′w′)r must be small compared to ∂w′/∂t. Upon the inspection of

Fig. 9(b), one sees the amplitude of the inertial term is approxi-

mately 4 × 10−3 (this amplitude varies very little with spectrum);

examining Fig. 9(a) at the same radius (0.69 R�), one sees that the

divergence of the Reynolds stress, (u′w′)r , has virtually the same

amplitude. Therefore, the Reynolds stress cannot be neglected and

the problem is fundamentally non-linear. Finally, one can see that

the slopes for models MSF5 and MSK5 (represented by blue and

red, respectively) are significantly different than the slope for model

MC3 (represented by black), despite having the same frequencies

and wavenumbers driven. The radiative wave damping for an indi-

vidual wave, described by (17), implies that the slope should depend

only on frequency, wavenumber, diffusivity and Brunt–Vaisala fre-

quency. These parameters do not change between models MC3,

MSK5 and MSF5, yet the slopes change substantially. This obser-

vation implies that not only are wave–wave interactions relevant but

they are also spectrum dependent. The higher input energy models

MC4, MSK6 and MSF6 show virtually the same behaviour, with

one exception. In these models, mean flows are more readily gener-

ated over the same period. Whereas the HARS is significantly larger

than in the lower energy models, it is still lower than the unaveraged

Reynolds stress by one to two orders of magnitude. One can make

the same comparison between (u′w′)r and ∂w′/∂t and find the same

result; namely that the non-linear terms are non-negligible.

It is also worth pointing out that the wave flux predicted by

Kumar et al. (1999), represented by the red lines in Fig. 9, appears

to be more efficient at driving mean flows. In both the low- and the
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Figure 9. Similar to Fig. 8, (a) shows radial derivative of the HARS (dotted lines) compared to the non-averaged Reynolds stress term (solid lines) for models

MC3 (black), MSK5 (red) and MSF5 (blue); (b) radial velocity fluctuation as a function of time at 0.69 R� and a randomly chosen azimuth for the models

portrayed in (a); (c) similar to (a) but for models MC4 (black), MSK6 (red) and MSF6 (blue); these models have a total energy input five times larger than those

shown in (a) and (d) same as (b) but for the models portrayed in (c). In all the cases, the inertial term is the same order as the non-linear terms.

high-energy models, the HARS is closer to the non-averaged

Reynolds stress than in the other two models. The wave–wave inter-

actions appear to be spectrum dependent. However, in addition, it

appears that the (in)coherence of these interactions and their ability

to force a mean flow is spectrum dependent.

4.2.3 Effect of initial conditions

All of the models described above start with no mean flow. There-

fore, if the waves cannot force a mean flow, by construct the problem

is non-linear, in the sense that one cannot separate the flow into a

mean (with large amplitude) and a wave (with smaller amplitude).

Therefore, it may not be surprising that these models exhibit such

non-linear behaviour. To investigate whether wave–wave interac-

tions are influenced by the presence of a mean flow, we ran two

additional models, labelled in Table 2 as MF1 and MF2. These

models have a mean flow forced from the outset: MF1 has a si-

nusoidal function forced in the top 109 cm (or 2 per cent of the

radius of the solar interior), while MF2 has a half-sinusoid function

in the top 109 cm. In both the models, the mean flow is specified

to have a maximum amplitude of 104 cm s−1 and is forced with a

spectrum of waves which all contribute the same amplitude to vr ,

making the total vr peak at 100 cm s−1. The mean flow is enforced

such that wave–wave interactions and wave–mean flow interactions

are allowed through the non-linear terms. The results of these two

models are shown in Fig. 10; similar to Figs 8 and 9, the upper panel

shows the radial derivative of the Reynolds stress (solid lines) and

the radial derivative of the HARS (dotted lines). The Reynolds stress

depicted is due to only wave–wave interactions, that is, wave inter-

actions with the imposed mean flow are not included in the value

shown in Fig. 10. Black represents model MF1, while blue repre-

sents MF2. In these models, the HARS is still an order of magnitude

lower than the non-averaged Reynolds stress (Fig. 10a), but again

the Reynolds stress has an amplitude similar to ∂w′/∂t as measured

in Fig. 10(b). Even in models in which a mean flow is prescribed

and the wave amplitude is prescribed to be 1 per cent of the mean

flow amplitude, non-linear interactions are non-negligible.

5 D I S C U S S I O N

We conducted highly simplified, but fully non-linear, numerical

experiments of IGW in the solar radiative interior to understand

whether such waves can force oscillating shear flows. Our results

are three fold. First, we produce oscillating shear flows for models

in which a single horizontal wavelength is forced as equal ampli-

tude prograde and retrograde propagating waves. However, most of

these highly simplified models exhibit critical layers which domi-

nate the mean flow dynamics. Secondly, when waves are incident

on a critical layer the amount of energy deposited compared to the

amount of energy transmitted varies depending on the sense of the

mean flow those waves propagate into.

Finally, when a spectrum of waves is forced the standard quasi-

linear approximation which neglects wave–wave interactions is

inadequate. In fact, none of the models we conducted could be

C© 2008 The Authors. Journal compilation C© 2008 RAS, MNRAS 387, 616–630
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Figure 10. Similar to Figs 8 and 9. (a) Radial derivative of the HARS (dotted lines) compared to the non-averaged Reynolds stress term (solid lines) for

models MF1 (black) and MF2 (blue). (b) Radial velocity perturbations as a function of time at 0.69 R� and a randomly chosen azimuth. In both the cases, the

non-averaged Reynolds stress is larger than the HARS and approximately equal to the inertial term.

adequately described by quasi-linear theory, either because of the

presence of critical layers or because of the dominance of wave–

wave interactions. Such wave–wave interactions are non-negligible

from waves ranging in amplitude from 50 to 1000 cm s−1 and dif-

fusivities ranging from 109 to 1011 cm2 s−1 for various spectra of

driven waves, with or without an enforced mean flow. This range

covers any reasonable estimate for flow velocities and turbulent dif-

fusivities in the solar tachocline. Lower diffusivities would make the

non-linear wave–wave interactions even more important. Therefore,

it appears that in order for quasi-linear theory to be valid for flows in

the solar tachocline, one would need unreasonably low-amplitude

waves combined with unreasonably high diffusivities.

The ability for waves to enforce uniform rotation in the radiative

interior depends sensitively on the ability to set up an oscillating

shear layer in the solar tachocline. It has been shown previously

that that ability depends sensitively on the spectrum and amplitudes

of the waves driven. Here, we further show that the simplified the-

ory used to describe those flows is inadequate for various spectra,

amplitudes and diffusivities.
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